Anchor Windlasses
What they do
p
ely, to the po
oint at
As boatss become larger, the size of their anchors increases roughly proportionate
which th
hey cannot be weighed conveniently by hand. Ratther than do
own‐size your yacht, or buy
b an
anchor that
t
is inadeq
quate for your use, you should
s
consid
der buying a windlass. W
Windlasses, either
manual or
o electric, reduce the bu
urden of low
wering and weighing
w
yourr anchor and
d rode using electrical
e
power, or
o by adding mechanical advantage to your musccle power.
How Theey Work
he center of your boat's foredeck, an
nd are aligneed with an an
nchor
Windlassses generallyy mount in th
roller of some sort. Most
M boats will
w have an anchor
a
rollerr/mount thatt stores the aanchor when
n it is not
in use, while
w
other boats
b
store th
he anchor in chocks or a lockeron deck. All boats will need a roller
r
to
pass the anchor rodee smoothly over
o
the rail of
o the boat.
Windlassses are poweered by three methods: muscle
m
powe
er (manual), electricity, aand hydraulic. We'll
examinee the first two
o types, as hydraulic
h
win
ndlasses are generally
g
useed on large vvessels.
Manual Windlasses
Manual windlasses do
d two things: they multiiply your stre
ength througgh mechanical advantage
e, and
d
so that
t
the rodee does not ru
un backward
ds. They requ
uire that you go
they ratcchet in one direction
forward to raise or lo
ower your an
nchor, which
h generally limits their usse to small to
o medium len
ngth
boats. Th
heir chief advantages aree low price, no
n electrical wiring need
ded, and relative simplicitty to
reduce maintenance
m
e or failures when
w
cruisin
ng.
Manual windlasses come
c
in one and two‐speeed models, and most are double acttion, meaning that
dlass pulls on
n both the fo
orward stroke and the baack stroke. Tw
wo speed wiindlasses are
e similar
the wind
to two . speed sheett winches: they have a fast' low‐powe
er speed for easy pulling, and a slow,, high‐
power sp
peed for incrreased musccle.

Some manual windlaasses rotate around a vertical axis like a sheet winch. This lim
mits the amou
unt of
power th
hat they can develop, based on lengtth of the han
ndle, but it alllows them tto be more compact
and veryy simple in co
onstruction.
Electric Windlasses
W
H electric motor to help weigh ancho
or, anchoringg becomes a push‐button
By usingg a 1/2 to 2 HP
operatio
on—mostly. Electric
E
wind
dlasses will raaise an anchor at 35 to 100
1 feet per m
minute, and can
exert ten
nsion betweeen several hundred and several thou
usand pounds on your an
nchor rode. More
M
and
more windlasses can
n lower your anchor by push
p
button as
a well, and some
s
even d
drop anchor faster
1

than theey retrieve to
o reduce the time you spend with you
ur finger on the button, either by clu
utching
the shaftt so that it frree falls, or with
w a gear change mechanism.
c
that can
c be releassed to allow the
t anchor liine to pay ou
ut if they
Most eleectric windlasses have a clutch
are not a dual direction type. Thiis requires so
omeone to operate
o
the clutch
c
on thee foredeck, however.
h
What to Look For
The Ideaal
Ideally, windlasses
w
sh
hould raise and
a lower an
nchor line without operattor interventtion except to
t push a
button. Anchor
A
rodees can be und
der great ten
nsion, and they pose riskss to fingers, feet, hands, etc. We
do not like the idea of
o transferrin
ng a line und
der tension frrom a capstaan to a chain
n wildcat in th
he
middle of
o weighing anchor,
a
or cleearing a jam from a balky system. Fu
urthermore, w
we believe that
windlassses should paass the line below
b
decks to a locker, rather than pile
p the line on deck so that
t
you
have to stow
s
it
For these reasons, we
w prefer a seelf‐tailing/seelf‐stowing windlass
w
that does not req
quire the operator to
come in contact with
h the rode. Self‐tailing
S
windlasses com
me in three types:
t
rope o
only, rope an
nd chain,
and chaiin only.
quires that your
y
anchor locker
l
be settup correctlyy. Specificallyy, the
Note: A self‐stowing windlass req
r
must haave a long "faall" so that itt doesn't stack up under the incomin
ng rode. A po
oor
anchor rode
anchor lo
ocker design
n will render the Installattion of an oth
herwise ideaal windlass usseless.
Rope On
nly
Simple rope capstans let you wraap the rode around
a
a dru
um and use the
t electric m
motor for power. By
pressingg a button on
n the deck orr case of the windlass, yo
ou haul the ro
ode in by hand much in the
t same
way thatt one would tall a sheet winch.
w
You end
e up with a pile of line on deck whiich must be cleared
c
and stow
wed, and you
u have to go forward to operate
o
the windlass.
w
Wh
hile helpful w
when anchorrs are
stuck in the bottom, or when singlehanding a boat in lotss of wind, wee don't find rrope‐capstan
n
windlassses to be much of an advvantage.
Rope‐on
nly self‐tailingg windlassess wrap the lin
ne around an
n internal pulley and dep
posit it below
w, and
are geneerally restrictted to one or two sizes of
o 3‐strand an
nchor line. You are limiteed to a length of
chain thaat does not exceed
e
the distance
d
from
m the windlass to the ancchor roller, ggenerally a fe
ew feet
or less, which
w
we think is Inadequate for mosst rodes.
Rope‐chain
ut there have
e been a
Rope‐chain wildcats have been a Simpson Laawrence exclusive for maany years, bu
dels from oth
her manufactturers since S/L's
S
patent expired in 1992. The con
ncept is
number of new mod
nd V‐shaped grooves in th
he
to use a single gypsyy with normaal chain pockkets on the perimeter, an
o handle rop
pe. This meth
hod requires that you spllice your ancchor line direectly to the laast link
center to
of chain,, which is a source
s
of con
ncern to som
me boaters, although
a
we feel comforttable with th
his
approach if the splice is regularlyy checked for chafe.
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All‐chain
n
All‐chain
n gypsies are self‐tailing, due to the nature
n
of the
e chain as it engages
e
the pockets in th
he gypsy,
and are self‐stowing, since the weight
w
of the chain cause
es it to fall through the ch
hain pipe into
o the
rode locker. This app
proach assum
mes that you
u use all‐chain rode, whicch is favored by many cru
uising
boaters. It is highly abrasion
a
resistant, lies on
n the bottom
m in most con
nditions, and
d is strong. Itt is also
e
an
nd collects mud.
m
heavy, expensive,
Orientattion
Windlassses are categgorized as beeing horizonttal or verticaal axis. Verticcal axis windlasses, with the
t
motor mounted
m
belo
owdecks, aree very populaar aboard bo
oth sail and power
p
boats.. The line fro
om the
anchor roller
r
leads back
b
to a capstan, or gypssy, wraps aro
ound 180°, and
a leads thrrough a deckk pipe to
the anch
hor locker. Most
M manual windlasses are
a horizontaal. The side‐tto‐side alignment of horiizontal
windlassses is critical;; they canno
ot accept a ro
ode that lead
ds from offceenter angle.
P
Pulling Power
The pulliing power off windlasses is hotly debaated. Windlaasses are nott intended to
o pull a boat against
25 knotss of wind and
d 2' chop witth the enginee in neutral. Windlasses are
a not desiggned to breaak out a
35‐lb. Daan‐forth‐typee anchor thaat is embedded 3' In hard
d sand. They are designed to weigh an anchor
and rodee which is no
ot under straain, and to prrovide some tension to break
b
out a fiirmly embed
dded
anchor. But, as any text
t on the subject will teell you, it is the engine's power which
h moves the boat
upwind, and the mottion of the boat
b
that breaks out the anchor—not
a
t the windlasss.
Whoopss! We drifted
d off into the ideal world,, and out of reality. The real world liees somewherre in
between
n.
The strain on the win
ndlass should
d be limited to the hangiing weight of the anchorr and rode. In
n reality,
it is greaater than thiss, of course, due to boateers who violaate the paraggraph abovee. So manufacturers

e
w
windlasses
wiith hefty pulling power so that you have the pow
wer "if your engine
e
is
tend to encourage
out, or itt is blowing like stink, or your anchorr is firmly stu
uck. Maxwell recommend
ds that the pulling
p
power of the windlass be three times
t
the weeight of the anchor
a
and rode, a rule w
which has serrved
them admirably for many
m
years. That is, a bo
oat with 250' of 5/16" Higgh Test chain
n and a 35‐lb
b. CQR
would seelect a windlass with at least 900 lbs.. of tension. (265 lbs. of chain,
c
35 lbss. of anchor, times
three). Other
O
manuffacturers reco
ommend boat size range
es, which wo
orks as well aas any simple
e rule
coveringg the wide vaariety of boat types.
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Chain Size
Since gypsies have to fit the chain they are hauling, windlasses come with gypsies appropriate for the
chain that a certain size of boat would be most likely to use. In other words, you won't find a gypsy
for 1/2" chain on a small windlass. This encourages boaters to buy the correct size: if you would
normally use 5/16" chain, and the windlass will handle it, it will probably work on your boat.
So Which One?
Powerboats under 25': Use a Powerwinch 500 series. Horizon 500, Sprint 500, or Maxwell R‐600.Of
these, we prefer the latter three since they can be operated remotely, and we like the rope‐chain
versatility of the Horizon and Sprint.
Powerboats from 25 to 35': We like the Horizon 500 and Express, Sprint 500 and 900, Concept 1,
Maxwell R‐600, RC‐500, and VWC 800.
Powerboats from 35 to 55': You have a wide variety of windlasses to choose from, but you should get
one that is electrically operated up and down, and remotely operated. Choose from the Lewmar
Concept 2, Maxwell VWC series, and Simpson‐Lawrence Horizon 1500.
Small cruising sailboats to 30': If the idea of weighing your anchor by hand doesn't exactly make you
want to spring out of your berth, get a manual windlass from Simpson Lawrence. The Anchorman
Low Profile or Hyspeed work nicely with rope‐to‐chain or all‐chain rode.
Cruising sailboats from 30 to 55': There are a bunch of really nice windlasses in this size range.
Lewmar Concept 1 and 2, Maxwell VWC 800, 1200 or 2200, or a Simpson Lawrence Horizon 500‐
1500,or Sprint would all be great choices. They have more than enough power are relatively easy to
install, and make anchoring a pleasant operation rather than a back‐breaking chore. We recommend
a remote control for versatility.
Chain Compatibility Issues
Anytime you haul chain with a windlass, you should use short‐link chain. BBB and High Test chain, in
particular, are close to the ideal "pitch" of 3:1. Pitch refers to the ratio of the interior dimensions of
the chain link. While the rest of the world is reasonably standardized on chain dimensions, the U.S.
uses an enormous variety of chain standards which have evolved from different Industy's needs.
Windlass manufacturers are challenged by having to deal with ISO, NACM, proof coil, high test,
Grade 70, BBB, and other chain standards. In addition, 1 /4" chain does not measure 1/4" across the
wire diameter, but actually 0.276". What a hassle!
Unfortunately, the windlass market uses only a tiny fraction of the chain produced annually, so
windlass vendors are in a poor position to influence standardization. Gordon Lyall,Technical Director
of Simpson Lawrence, recommends hat there be one "shape" of chain used in windlasses, regardless
of the strength of the material. The three sizes which would cover the vast majority of boating
applications would be as follows:
Name Actual Size Internal
Pitch
Length
1/4" 7mm
21mm
3:1
5/16" 8mm
24mm
3:1
3/8" 10mm
30mm
3:1

This standardization would accomplish two goals:
1. It would provide a standard short link chain dimension that would work well in windlasses.
2. It would greatly reduce the number of gypsies required to accommodate chain.
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